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Abstract—In the multithread and multicore era, pro-
grams are forced to share part of the processor struc-
tures. On one hand, the state of the art in multi-
threading describes how efficiently manage and dis-
tribute inner resources such as reorder buffer or issue
windows. On the other hand, there is a substantial
body of works focused on outer resources, mainly on
how to effectively share last level caches in multicores.
Between these ends, first and second level caches have
remained apart even if they are shared in most com-
mercial multithreaded processors.

This work analyzes multiprogrammed workloads
as the worst-case scenario for cache sharing among
threads. In order to obtain representative results, we
present a sampling-based methodology that for mul-
tiple metrics such as STP, ANTT, IPC throughput,
or fairness, reduces simulation time up to 4 orders of
magnitude when running 8-thread workloads with an
error lower than 3% and a confidence level of 97%.

With the above mentioned methodology, we com-
pare several state-of-the-art cache hierarchies, and ob-
serve that Light NUCA provides performance benefits
in SMT processors regardless the organization of the
last level cache. Most importantly, Light NUCA gains
are consistent across the entire number of simulated
threads, from one to eight.

Keywords— Cache Hierarcy, Multithreading, Simu-
lation, Sampling, NUCA

I. Introduction

MULTITHREADING (MT) is supported by an
ample spectrum of current processors devoted

to uneven computing segments such as: embed-
ded, high throughput, or high performance. Ex-
amples of representatives from these segments are
Netlogic XLP832 (4-way multithreading, 8-cores), Or-
acle SPARC T3 (8-way multithreading, 16-cores), or
IBM POWER7 (4-way multithreading, 4-6-8 cores),
respectively [1], [2], [3].

All previous examples share a powerful multilevel
cache hierarchy with large Last Level Caches (LLC),
and only the XLP832 departs from the conventional
organization including a ring for communicating the
private L2 caches, the eight L3 cache banks, and
the four DDR ports. While these LLCs seem able
to accommodate the multiple working sets of SMT
execution, sharing in the levels close to the processors
proves to be more complex. On one hand, L1 and
L2 caches deal with the latency-power vs. size trade-
off. On the other hand, MT architectures add a new
trade-off, number of threads in execution vs. miss rate.
With many threads, cache misses can be tolerated
executing instructions from other threads, but as
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the number of threads grows, the collective working
set becomes larger and more changing, resulting in
miss ratios potentially harmful to performance. The
larger their number, the larger and size changing the
collective working set becomes and the larger the
miss rate. So when the miss rate reaches a critical
value in which threads execution fails to overlap, the
processor stalls and has the same problem that single
thread machines.

SMT architectures may be favored by caches de-
signed to support working set awareness such us the
L-NUCA [4]. L-NUCAs belong to a family of cache
organizations that has received much attention for
improving cache performance: Non-Uniform Cache
Architecture (NUCA) [5]. The seminal NUCA work
targets the wire delay problem1, and proposes the
melting of the L2 and L3 caches into a meshed array
of caches banks. Nevertheless, to the best of our
knowledge, there is little work on evaluating NUCA
with simultaneous multithreading processors (SMT).

Part of the complexity of assessing multiple cache
hierarchies lies in the required simulation framework.
So to carry out the experiments, we propose a simple
yet efficient MT simulation methodology ensuring the
accuracy of the results abreast with a sort simula-
tion time. The methodology is based on statistical
sampling, and contrary to other alternatives does not
require a prior long profiling of the applications.

This work gives two main contributions. The first
one is introducing a powerful methodology to evaluate
MT architectures. The second one is the comparison
and evaluation of several state-of-the-art cache hier-
archy organizations driven by the SPEC CPU2006
benchmark suite. From the results, we conclude that
regardless the number of threads L-NUCAs outper-
form conventional multibanked and dynamic NUCA
organizations, both in terms of throughput and fair-
ness.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II elaborates on previous work. Section III
presents the proposed evaluation methodology. Sec-
tion IV describes our experimental framework and
the hierarchies under test. Section V comments on
the results, and Section VI concludes the paper.

II. Background

Tullsen, Eggers, and Levy in their SMT seminal
work compare the performance of private and shared
L1 caches (for both instruction and data) and observe
that regardless the number of threads (from 1 to 8)
shared data caches are the best choice and private

1The wire delay is longer than the bank delay and represents
most part of the total cache latency in LLCs.



instruction ones are only preferable for the 8-thread
case [6]. Also they point out that shared caches
do not require any special hardware for coherence
support. Then, Tullsen and Brown observed that in
many cases when a thread experiences a very long
latency operation, such as a cache miss, it is better to
flush the resources of the stalled thread rather than
keeping them ready [7].

Hily and Seznec studied how secondary cache band-
width limited SMT performance in a trace-driven
environment [8]. They point out that the larger the
number of executed threads the larger the L1 cache
size has to be. Besides, when the number of threads
increases, the memory references generated by the
simultaneous execution of independent threads ex-
hibit less spatial locality than that of a single thread,
increasing conflict misses.Block size is more critical
than associativity and as the number of threads rise,
it is preferable to keep small block sizes (16 to 32
BS).

To improve SMT performance, Settle et al. define
a cache partitioning scheme based on column caching
[9]. Two policies can control the partitioning: (a)
synchronous in which each 1 million cycles, the par-
tition is heuristically set for the next interval. (b)
asynchronous in which the LRU algorithm is affected
by some thread reuse counters.

Nemirovsky and Yamamoto analyzed the effect of
varying cache capacity, associativity, and line size
on miss rate for multistreamed architectures [10].
They observe that increasing both cache capacity and
associativity reduces miss ratio specially for small
caches and that large block size increase miss ratio.

The Multithreaded Virtual Processor (MVP) is
a coarse-grain multithreaded system with software
support that explicitly forces context switching on
long latency events such as cache misses, I/O, or
synchronization [11]. The evaluation comprised par-
allel workloads, and they show that when threads
share a few data, the increment in miss rate affects
performance.

Garcia et al. studied several data cache organi-
zations for multithreaded processors using a trace-
driven environment [12]. In accordance with other
authors [8], [13], they observe that large associativi-
ties reduce inter-thread misses and that XOR-based
placement reduces inter-thread miss rate in some
cases. Besides, they proposed several organizations
combining the hash-rehash caches and static cache
splitting.

Sarkar and Tullsen proposed two strategies to min-
imize inter-object data cache misses at compilation
time [14]. Lopez et al. studied control strategies for
reconfigurable caches in SMT GALS processors with
a limited set of SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks. They
conclude that the best control strategy to maximize
performance is the harmonic mean of the per-thread
weighted access time [15], [16].

Several authors have proposed SMT methodolo-
gies for selecting representative mixes of programs.
Raasch and Reinhardt propose to profile individual

applications and with the extracted characteristics
choose the most representative pairs [17]. By combin-
ing the pairs, they also generate 4-thread workloads.
Van Biesbrouck et al. proposed a methodology con-
sidering all starting phases and points but it requires
a complex profiling and an advanced work flow to
gather the results [18].

On the contrary our approach neither require pro-
filing nor complex output information gathering, but
it does not consider multiple starting points by de-
fault. Nevertheless, since we employ last simulation
policy2, faster programs execute multiple times until
the slower ones finishes, so they run together starting
at different points.

Finally, our proposal cares about how to select
representative mixes of multiprogrammed workloads
and not when to finalize simulations for obtaining
accurate metrics. In fact, this work pairs perfectly
methods such as FAME [19].

III. A Simple Statistic-based Methodology
for Multiprogrammed Workloads

The generation of simulation traces is always a time
consuming and costly process. Single program traces
extracted with solid approaches such as SimPoints
or SimFlex provide accurate simulation results [20],
[21]; however, no guidelines are found in the liter-
ature about how to obtain a representative set of
thread mixes from representative samples of thread
individuals. Our goal is to provide a simple method
to efficiently simulate multiprogramed workloads for
multiple metrics.

The key idea is instead of executing all possible
combinations for a given number of threads, to ex-
ecute a representative sample based on statistical
sampling [22], [21] so that simulation time reduces
by several orders of magnitude while keeping mea-
surements below a given error within a confidence
level large enough. In this work, we focus on mixes
composed of different threads (combinations without
repetition), but the proposed methodology can be
used with repetition as well.

selection of
metrics of interest

increase
sample size

selection of
micro-architectural

configurations

set preliminary
sample size

run
simulations

error within
confidence

interval
no

yes
results
ready

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed methodology

Figure 1 shows the required steps to obtain the
sample:

Selection of metrics of interest: For example
if we want to compare the impact of different cache

2Simulation finishes when all threads have executed at least
100M instructions.



hierarchies on SMT processors we can take adjusted
STP and ANTT, IPC throughput3, and fairness [23],
[24].
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MP and SP refer to the multithreaded and sin-

glethreaded execution of a program.
Selection of micro-architectural configura-

tions: Pick some of the configurations to be ana-
lyzed. In general those with lower performance are
preferable because they tend to experiment the high-
est variances of the metrics. In our cache hierarchy
comparison, we can take a conventional multibanked
organization, a dynamic NUCA, and a light NUCA.

Set preliminary sample size: In this step, we
have to choose a sample size—the larger the number
of threads, the lower this value [25]—, and then, to
randomly pick the combinations of programs for their
simulation. This value should be big enough [22],
larger than 30 at least, but tractable in the desired
simulation environment.

Run simulations: Run the selected combinations
and compute the sample size for your given confidence
interval with the next formula [22]:

n =

(
100 × z × s

r × x

)2

(1)

where n, z, s, r, and x stand for the sample size,
normal variate of the confidence interval, error (in
%), sample standard deviation, and population mean,
respectively.

Error within confidence level?: Check if the
obtained n is lower of equal than your preliminary
sample size. If not, pick some different extra combi-
nations, run them, and repeat the last steps until the
results are ready.

Once a sample size has been established, all the con-
figurations under test must be run in order to check
that their results also fit within the confidence interval.
Adding new configurations require the same proce-
dure, so if the initial selection of micro-architectural
configurations is carefully done, the sample size will
not grow.

IV. Comparing SMT cache Hierarchies

A. Common Baseline Parameters

We have heavily extended Simplescalar 3.0d [26]
for Alpha with: Simultaneous Multithreading Sup-
port [6], Reorder buffer and three issue windows (IW)
for integer, floating point, and memory instructions,
speculative wake-up support and selective recovery

3IPC throughput is advantageous because it allows an
absolute comparison among configurations. We can use
IPC throughput whenever mixes are made from independent
threads, because then no unpredictable instruction spinning
can arise; e.g., before entering a critical section.

(as in the Intel Pentium 4 [27]), one-cycle payload
and register file stages, accurate timing models for
non-blocking caches, write buffers, buses, network
contention, flow control, and request arbitration. For
the rest of parameters see Table I.

TABLE I

Baseline Processor Configuration

Fetch ICOUNT.2.8
Decode / Commit Width 4
Branch
Predictor

bimodal + gshare,
16 bit

ROB / LSQ 198 / 96

Issue
Width

4 (INT + MEM) +
4 (FP)

Issue
Queues

64(INT) / 32
(FP & MEM)

Functional
Units

4 INT + 4 FP ALU, 2 INT MULT + 4 FP
MULT/DIV

L1 cache 64KB-4Way-32B BS-2ports-LRU, Lat 2, Init.
Rate 1

L2 128KB:1MB-8Way-32B BS-1port-LRU
D-NUCA 128KB:512KB-4Way-128B BS-1port-LRU, 8

columns
L-NUCA 2:5Levels-16KB-4Way-32B BS-1port-LRF
L3 8MB-16W-128B BS-1port-LRU, 8 banks
Main
Memory

First chunk: 200 cycles, 4-cycle inter chunk,
16B wires

Thread fetch is prioritized based on the ICOUNT
policy [28]. Structures such as ROB, IWs, STB,
WB,. . . are shared among threads. To avoid star-
vation at commit, a thread can not occupy more
that three quarters of L2/L-NUCA/D-NUCA Write
Buffers. Threads commit in Round Robin fashion
with a maximum of 4 instructions committed by all
the threads (RR.4.X), where X corresponds to the
number of threads in execution [28].

B. Cache Memory Organizations

Focussing in the first and second cache levels, we
have selected three very distinct organizations. The
first one is the baseline, corresponding to a conven-
tional 3-level hierarchy with a 4-banked L2 cache,
and an 8-banked, 8-MB L3 cache, see Figure 2.

In any cycle, the L2 cache can start servicing up
to two L1 load misses from the MSHR, the rest of
banks can simultaneously begin the processing of a
write buffer entry, and two whole cache blocks can
be in transit to the L1 MSHR. For this configuration,
we tested L2 sizes from 128KB to 1MB organized in
either 1, 2, 4, and 8 banks. The output crossbar has
a fixed latency of 2 cycles with an initiation rate of 1
in configurations with 2 or more banks.

L2 bank0 L2 bank1 L2 bank2 L2 bank3

L1

cache ports

...

L1 mshr

L2: fetch-on-miss
L1: fetch-on-miss

L2_0
mshr

L2_1
mshr

L2_2
mshr

L2_3
mshr

to/from
next cache level

(a) Loads

L2 bank0 L2 bank1 L2 bank2 L2 bank3

L1

cache ports

wb0 wb1 wb2 wb3

L2: copy-back,
fetch-on-write
L1: write-through,
write-around

L2_0
mshr

L2_1
mshr

L2_2
mshr

L2_3
mshr

to/from
next cache level

(b) Stores

Fig. 2. Baseline L2 cache organization with 4 banks

The second hierarchy replaces the L2 and L3 caches
by a dynamic NUCA (D-NUCA) [5], Figure 3, in



DN bank2 DN bank3 DN bank4 DN bank5

L1

cache ports

DN bank0 DN bank1 DN bank6 DN bank7

DN bank2 DN bank3 DN bank4 DN bank5DN bank0 DN bank1 DN bank6 DN bank7

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

...

L1 mshr
D-NUCA: fetch-on-miss
L1: fetch-on-miss

Fig. 3. Multibanked Dynamic NUCA. A block can be mapped
to any of the columns surrounded by a dashed line

which its original interface with the L1 cache and
shared mapping have been replaced by a crossbar to
provide more bandwidth and by a simple mapping4,
respectively. As in the conventional organization,
there is a write buffer for each column. In this way
we can inject the same number of requests per cycle,
so the conventional hierarchy can be considered as
a particular case of a NUCA with a single row and
without the partial tags [5].

The last one is Light NUCA (L-NUCA) [4], but
also modified to provide more bandwidth, see Fig-
ure 4. Changes include widening the search links
from word to block size (from 8 to 32B), increasing
the write buffer size to match the rest of organiza-
tions (the buffer in between the r-tile and the rest of
tiles). Besides the replacement buffers are managed
with an improved back-pressure policy, so that the
eviction of blocks from the r-tile does not stall until
the replacement buffer of the r-tile becomes full.

We tested 2 organizations based on L-NUCA, one
including the same L3 than the baseline organization,
and another in which the LLC is a dynamic NUCA,
similarly to previous work [4].

level 2
tile

level 2
tile

RT

cache ports

level 2
tile

level 2
tile

level 2
tile

RESTT tiles

...

RT mshr

RESTT: no-fetch-on-miss
RT: fetch-on-miss

L-NUCA
miss queue

to next cache level

from next
cache level

(a) Loads

level 2
tile

level 2
tile

RT

cache ports

level 2
tile

level 2
tile

level 2
tile

RESTT tiles

RESTT: copy-back,
write-around
RT: copy-back,
write-around

RESTT
wb

in-flight
store
shift reg.

next cache
wb

(b) Stores

Fig. 4. 2-level L-NUCA load and store logical organization.
For the sake of clarity, the Figure includes neither all
network nor control flow links

During the setup or the organizations, we observed
two interesting design details helping to maximize
performance. First, regarding the priority of L1/r-
tile misses, loads should have priority over writes
except when a miss hits in the write buffer5 in which
case priorities are reversed until the requested data
can be served by the cache. Second, a centralized
write buffer reduces performance except when the
number of entries at each distributed write buffer is
very small. As an approximate rule of thumb, each
bank requires a coalescing write buffer with as many

4A block can only reside in one column.
5Write buffers do not provide data.

entries as threads are simultaneously executing. As
stated by Hily and Seznec, bandwidth can be the
limiting factor of the cache hierarchy in SMT [8], and
the larger the number of banks (up to 8), the bigger
the performance.

C. Workloads

Our multiprogrammed workload comprises combi-
nations of 2, and 4, 6, and 8 programs from SPEC
CPU2006 without repetition, namely, all benchmarks
but 483.xalanbmk [29]. For this type of study, mul-
tiprogramed loads are preferable over parallel ones
because they stress more the memory hierarchy since
there is no sharing among threads. For each program,
we have selected a representative trace consisting of
100 million instruction following the SimPoint guide-
lines [20]. Simulations terminate when all threads
have executed at least 100M instructions, last policy,
but program statistics are gathered for the first 100M.

V. Experimental Results

A. Sample Sizes and Simulation Time

Table II shows the number of all combinations with-
out repetition of our traces executing 2, 4, 6, and 8
threads, the average time required for running one
combination of programs6, and the sample size re-
quired to obtain accurate results, with an error less
than 3% with a 97% confidence level for all config-
urations under test. This means for example that
in 97 of 100 times a randomly chosen sample of 251
combinations will have an error than 3% in all the
metric compared to the whole population of 6-threads
combinations (37674). For the 2 threads case, we ex-
ecute all combinations because total execution time
is affordable. Nevertheless, as we increase the num-
ber of threads, our methodology obtains savings in
simulation time of ×93, ×150, and ×9743, for 4, 6,
and 8 threads, respectively.

TABLE II

Sample sizes varying the number of threads

# Threads
2 4 6 8

Total combinations 378 20475 37674 3108105
Avrg. sim. time (min) 18.5 45.7 60.4 90.5
Sample size — 220 251 319

Table II provides the minimum sample size for all
metrics of interest with an error less than 3%, in
our case: STP, ANTT, IPT throughput, and fairness.
Since fairness represents the ratio between the min-
imum and maximum slowdowns, it has the largest
variance, and, hence, determines the required sample
size.

If we focus on a single number of threads, for ex-
ample 4, we can show the sample size of the best
configurations from each organization as table III
does. L2, NC-IxJ , LNI, LNI-NC-JxK correspond

6This value is for the L-NUCA + D-NUCA simulator, the
slowest in our simulation framework, in an Intel Nehalem 2.33
GHz.



to the conventional baseline, D-NUCA with I columns
and J rows, L-NUCAs with I levels, and L-NUCAs
combined with D-NUCAs organizations, respectively.
Besides, each configuration includes its total size for
the L2 and L-NUCAs and the size of their banks for
D-NUCA.

TABLE III

Sample sizes for the different metrics and

configurations in 4SMT execution

Metric
IPC

STP ANTT Throughtput Fairness
L2-256KB-8Banks 126 111 85 162
L2-1MB-8Banks 126 113 90 160
NC-8x2-512KB 111 132 119 218
NC-8x4-256KB 118 141 128 220
LN3-240KB 103 96 51 194
LN4-448KB 103 96 51 193
LN2-NC-8x2 104 96 48 189
LN2-NC-8x4 105 97 47 188
LN3-NC-8x2 106 96 46 210
LN3-NC-8x4 103 95 47 211

Irrespective of the organization, we observe that
the required sample size follows a common trend:
computing IPC throughput requires small sizes while
fairness, due to its greater variance, requires doubling
or even quadrupling the sample size. STP and ANNT
lie in a middle ground. Across all organizations, IPC
throughput is the metric giving the more uneven
sample sizes, meaning that L-NUCA organizations
achieve less IPC variability among individual thread
combinations. From these results, we conclude that
in general adding a different configuration to test does
not require a large investment in new simulations for
the preexisting configurations. Finally, fairness is the
only metric that requires more samples as the number
of threads rise. While many threads are able to keep
all functional units busy, they tend to bother each
other starving some of them. Conclusions are similar
for other number of threads, and we do not show
them for the sake of brevity.

B. STP, ANTT, IPC throughput, and Fairness

Figure 5 shows the results for the four metrics of
interest for the best configuration of each hierarchy
organization. STP and ANTT are metrics relative to
the performance of a single thread system aimed at
programs that may expend time in spin-lock loops,
which is not our case [24]. In both metrics, L2 over-
passes the rest of hierarchies from 4 threads and
beyond, and the L-NUCA ones dominates in the 2
thread case. This results are mostly due to the fact
the L2 has the worst IPC in single-thread mode and
the maximum IPC for all configurations is 4, so L2 rel-
ative slowdowns are smaller as the number of thread
rises.

IPC throughput is an absolute metric representing
the amount of committed instructions per unit of
time. LN+NC achieves the best results regardless
the number of threads close followed by LN. The
small difference between them is mostly due to the
NUCA partial tags not present in the L3 [5]. As the

number of threads and bandwidth demand increase,
the L2 overpasses the NC.

Fairness is defined as the quotient between the
programs that have suffered the lowest and the highest
slowdowns. A value of zero means complete starvation
of one thread,and a value of one means all threads
experience the same slowdown.

VI. Conclusions

The adoption of thread level parallelism as the
mainstream way to continue improving the perfor-
mance pace of computers requires novel mechanism
and the reevaluation of those which are well estab-
lished such as cache hierarchies. While large Last
Level Caches have received a lot of attention in recent
years, first and second levels have remained apart.

This work analyzes multiple state-of-the-art cache
hierarchies executing multiprogramed workloads from
2 to 8 threads. In order to provide accurate results
in a reasonable amount of time, we propose a sam-
pling based methodology reducing simulation time
by up 4 orders of magnitude for 8 thread workloads,
respectively. These savings do not occur at the cost
of fidelity because their error is less than 3% for a
97% confidence level for a high variance metric such
as fairness.

From the analysis we observe that regardless of
the Last Level Cache and the number of threads, L-
NUCA provides the more efficient solution in terms
of both throughput and fairness.
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